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How are you feeling?

Please make sure you talk to your grown ups about how 
you are feeling regularly.  Remember you can also talk 
to myself using seesaw as well if you want to. 



Tuesday 23rd February 2021

Spellings.
1. who 5. why
2. what 6. could
3. where 7. should
4. when 8. would

Handwriting.



Wake up shake up!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tusmvHX-sIE

Join in with the snow ninja challenge!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tusmvHX-sIE


Assembly- Collective worship
Mrs Holt has sent us a link to this weeks collective worship from St 
Michael’s Church in Madeley. 

https://youtu.be/YTfzQqNUU6E

https://youtu.be/YTfzQqNUU6E


Punctuation ladder.
Question marks   ????
Read the sentences. Which are statements and which are questions? 
Punctuate them correctly using capital letters, full stops or 
question marks. 

the skeletons were playing on the swings

why are they on the park in the middle of the
night

what did the skeletons play on



Phonics
• Please click on the links for today’s phonics session. Our sound today is ‘ear’ in 

beard.

• https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/xpLYFPau/X2ZX6X20

• https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/9fQ0c50R/e1yMCx0h

Try reading some of these longer words-

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/Uy7d2wW1/TnY9rebp

If your child has completed phonics please read with them. Use some of the 
questions on the next slide to develop their understanding of what they have read.

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/xpLYFPau/X2ZX6X20
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/9fQ0c50R/e1yMCx0h
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/Uy7d2wW1/TnY9rebp


Reading time!
• You can find books at the right level for your child at 

https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/

User name: jrreaders2

Password: superstars

Choose books from the gold,

white or lime bands or above. 

https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/


Funny bones!

• Our story is Funny bones by Janet and Allan Ahlberg. 

Click on the link to listen to the story…

Funnybones - Give Us A Story! – YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gweOq4OT-H0




Here is a boring short sentence.

The skeletons were walking.

For today’s English lesson, we will be improving a simple, boring sentence by 
adding an adjective, adverb and a conjunction.

(Don’t worry parents… it sounds way more complicated than it is! Just follow the 
slides and I will talk you through it!)



For example 
The spooky skeletons were walking.

Write the sentence using your own adjectives.

The _______ skeletons were walking. 

We can improve the sentence by adding adjectives. An adjective is a 
describing word. 



For example 
The spooky skeletons were strolling.
Write the sentence by adding a better verb.

The _______ skeletons were __________.

We can improve the sentence by choosing a better word for the verb. A verb is 
a doing word. In this sentence the verb is ‘saw’. You could try using google to 
find synonyms (words that mean the same or similar) for the verb ‘to see or 
‘to look’.’. 



For example 
The spooky skeletons were strolling lazily.
Write the sentence by adding a better verb.

The _______ skeletons were _________   __________.

Now let’s add an adverb to describe how they are moving. Adverbs usually 
end in ‘ly’, for example quickly, happily. It can go before or after the verb (the 
doing word). 



For example 
The spooky skeletons were strolling lazily down 
the dark, dark street.
Write the sentence by adding a better verb.

The _______ skeletons were _________   __________ 
down________________.

Next, let’s add some more information by extending our sentence. 
Where were the skeletons or where were they going?  Try to add adjectives to 
describe where they were. 



Now, have another go at improving a boring sentence by adding
different adjectives, verbs and adverbs?

The skeletons were playing.



Reflection

What have you learned today?
What do you know now, that you didn’t know at the 
start of the lesson?

What have you found challenging? 
Is there anything from today’s lesson you think you 
need more practise with?







Shape
Watch and join in with this lesson to find out the names of 3D shapes, and to 
learn how to describe them. 

We will be using the vocabulary 
~ faces
~ vertices (corners)
~ edges
~ sides
~ apex (point)
~ flat
~ curved
to describe our shapes. 
Naming and describing 3D shapes (thenational.academy)

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/naming-and-describing-3d-shapes-c9gkec?activity=video&step=2&view=1


Shape













Science
Today we will begin our science topic about plants. 

We learned about plants in nursery, reception and year 
1, so we already know all about plants. Today I want to 
find out what you already know, so that I can see what 
we need to learn over the next few weeks. 



Science
At the start of every science topic, we begin with a mind map (a concept map) of 
what we know and remember before we start our new learning. Use the points to 
ponder to help you to create your mind map about plants. 



Science
Quiz time!



Science
Quiz time!



Science
Quiz time!



Science
Quiz time!



Science
Quiz time!



Science
Do not worry if you don’t understand any of the words. Just write the word and draw a
reed dot next to it. Only write a definition if you think you know what the word means. 


